Purchase Your U-Pass now for Sun Link and Sun Tran

Date:
January 11, 2018

Buy a Spring Semester U-Pass now so you can easily get to campus.

The U-Pass provides unlimited rides on the Sun Link streetcar and Sun Tran bus system.

- Load a U-Pass onto your smartphone or onto a SunGO Card
- Buy the U-Pass at the current discounted prices below
- Buy a Spring Semester U-Pass at 50% off
- Spring Semester Pass: $96 (normally $192)

Click here for more information. [1]

U-Pass Benefits:

- Let Sun Link and Sun Tran take you to class and work.
- Explore restaurants, shops and entertainment venues along the Sun Link route.
- Travel to University of Arizona, Main Gate Square, 4th Avenue, Downtown Tucson and the Mercado District by Sun Link.
- Use your Bursar’s account or payroll deduction to pay for your U-Pass.
- The U-Pass cost is 50% off through a subsidy from UA Parking and Transportation Services.
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